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WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS PRESENTATION?



BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY:
IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT

There are > 1,658 blockchain related projects!



DISCLAIMER
Do Your Own Research!



HOW DO YOU TELL A
HEALTHY PROJECT FROM A DYING PROJECT?

¡ Active social media + supportive community projects

¡ Roadmap & Whitepaper assessment – Is this project feasible, or is it a pipe-dream with no 
substance?

¡ Max Supply v. Circulating supply – How many more coins need to be distributed?

¡ Project age and development history – Are they affiliated with any “big fish” companies?

¡ Volume – Is this coin actively being used/traded?

¡ Has the project ever been abandoned? Is it starting up again soon? *

¡ Website and wallet quality

¡ Who is on their development team?

¡ How many exchanges are they listed on?

¡ Do you really believe in the project, and are you willing to put your money where your belief is?



CRYPTABULARY
¡ HODL: A term used to urge and remind others to hold onto their cryptocurrency; Usually used during bear markets.

¡ Pump & Dump: A method of “pumping” crypto-markets up in price, advertising that market, and then selling 
(“dumping”) the assets onto new/ignorant buyers for a fairly larger price. Essentially stealing; Usually done in organized 
groups.

¡ FIAT: Any currency that is government owned. Ex: USD, YEN, EUR, ZAR, GBP, CNY.

¡ Whale: Someone that owns more than a substantial amount of one or more crypto-currency.

¡ Altcoin:  Any cryptocurrency other than Bitcoin.

¡ Tokens:  A coin/unit that has been given to those who contribute to an ICO.

¡ ICO: Initial Coin Offering, similar to an IPO. Simply put, this is a crowdfund for a new crypto-project (usually built on 
the Ethereum platform.)

¡ FOMO:  Fear of missing out.

¡ FUD: Fear, Uncertainty, & Doubt. Refers to what people who let unsettling news affect their confidence spread on medi

¡ Smart Contracts: If a normal transaction allows you to send money from A to B, Smart contracts allow you to send 
money from A to B if C happens. It’s like a “If then” conditional statement in Python.

¡ Dapp: Decentralized Application. This application runs it’s back-end code on a peer-to-peer network.

¡ Mooning: This is a term that people use when a cryptocurrency shoots up in price, astronomically.



WHO IS SATOSHI NAKAMOTO?
WHAT WAS HIS INTENT?

“A purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash would 
allow online payments to be sent directly from one party 
to another without going through a financial institution.’’

-- Satoshi Nakamoto
- Anonymous figure who created Bitcoin

- Holds an estimated 980,000 BTC
($3,500 x 980,000 = $3.4B)
($24,000 x 980,000 = $23.5B)

1 Satoshi = 0.00000001 BTC
10 Satoshi = 0.00000010 BTC
100 Satoshi = 0.00000100 BTC ( 1 Bit ) you-bit
1,000 Satoshi = 0.00001000 BTC
10,000 Satoshi = 0.00010000 BTC
100,000 Satoshi = 0.00100000 BTC ( 1 mBTC ) em-bit
1,000,000 Satoshi = 0.01000000 BTC ( 1 cBTC ) bitcent
10,000,000 Satoshi = 0.10000000 BTC
100,000,000 Satoshi = 1.00000000 BTC



The Blockchain

Master-node

Nodes

1.) Transaction is sent 
from your crypto-wallet.

2.) It travels through the 
chain, confirming and 
validating the transaction 
with each node it passes 
through.

3.) Transaction reaches 
it’s destination.

A
B

Master-node:  A “heavy weight” wallet with many coins

Node:  Any wallet that is active on the chain



WHAT IS HOLDING CRYPTO-ADOPTION BACK?

Disproved, but there are scams out there – As always, with all things

Multiple options easier than setting up an iTunes account

Just plain and simple: False

Banks have far more fees than any cryptocurrency

The next generation is far too interested for it to “pop”

The only risk you carry is losing fiat due to poor research efforts.
As far as hacking and getting your crypto-assets stolen, cold storage
is a simple solution for this problem. If you research promising and
reasonable projects with real-world applications, you are likely to
receive good return on your investments.

Download app -> Buy crypto -> Spend crypto



THE TRANSACTION VOLUME DILEMMA

70

2,000

2,000

1,667 average

>5,000

>12,000

New Gigabyte
blocks allow
Bitcoin to handle
up to1,000 TPS –
10,000 TPS bursts



WHAT ARE SOME WAYS TO ACTUALLY
BUY CRYPTOCURRENCY?



CRYPTO-ATMS:

- 4,205 ATMs globally

- 2,361 in the U.S.

- 3,023 in North America



¡Blue-tooth enabled

¡ Store your crypto 
safely

¡ Send and receive

¡ Expensive compared 
to alternative methods



ALTERNATIVE COLD STORAGE SOLUTIONS

¡ A regular USB drive will 
do just fine!

¡ Sirin labs has designed 
the first cold-storage 
phones and desktops. 



WHAT HAPPENED LAST  YEAR, WHAT’S 
HAPPENING  THIS  YEAR?

Bitcoin peaks at $24,800~

China bans crypto
exchange operations

News of China talking about banning
all crypto trading catches wind

China bans all
crypto trading

India declares
bitcoin illegal

Massive hype
and FOMO

Market correction and
red tape interferences

SEC goes on a
witch-hunt for ICO’s

Fake news of China
legalizing bitcoin



SEC’S  TAKE ON CRYPTO-ASSETS:

¡ Avoiding Tariffs & Taxes
¡ Tracking Fraudulent 

Transactions
¡ Criminal Usage (Terrorist 

groups & drug trafficking)
¡ Market Manipulation
¡ Regulated exchanges
¡ Crack downs on ICOs

What are they so concerned about?



SAYING: “BLOCKCHAIN IS JUST A FAD.”
IS LIKE SAYING: “INTERNET IS JUST A FAD.” IN THE 1990’S

¡ 1974:  Vint Cerf & Robert Kahn Coin “Internet” 
(Both Cerf & Kahn are recognized as the “fathers 
of internet”)

¡ 1977: Lawrence Landweber Creates a US based 
CSNet:  Computer Science Network. 

¡ 1980: Jaap Akkerhuis helps the internet expand it’s 
reach eastward to Europe, the Netherlands, and 
more.

¡ 1981: BITNET is created, sound familiar? BITNET 
was a point-to-point “store and forward” system

¡ 1983: Kilnam Chon Connects Asia to Internet

¡ 1989: Alan Emtage begins development of the 
world’s first search engine: “Archie Query Form”

¡ 1990: Linus Torvalds creates Linux

¡ 2008: Satoshi Nakamoto introduces bitcoin and 
blockchain in a white paper.

¡ 2009: The first bitcoin exchange, the Bitcoin Market, is 
established.

¡ 2010: Bitcoin is used to buy two pizzas. 10,000 BTC 
($25 at the time).

¡ 2014: HMRC in the UK classifies bitcoin as private 
money;  Also, The Ethereum project is launched via 
crowd-funding.

¡ 2015: NASDAQ begins a blockchain trial

¡ 2017: Japan officially recognizes virtual currencies.

¡ 2018: Ohio and Switzerland accept bitcoin for tax 
payments.

¡ 2019: NASDAQ powered & regulated crypto-
exchange, DX.Exchange launches.

¡ 2019: NYSE CEO pushes to launch a regulated crypto-
exchange: Bakkt



CRYPTOCURRENCY  V.  TRADITIONAL BANKS

¡ Banks control your money

¡ Overdraft fees

¡ Fraudulent executives

¡ Anti-customer

¡ Pro-business-power

¡ Inflation-prone

¡ Wolves in sheep’s clothing

¡ Centralized organizations with 
power to shutdown your 
financial sources with the click 
of a button

¡ You are your own bank

¡ Pro-people-power

¡ Anti-inflation

¡ Welcoming innovation

¡ Ecommerce friendly

¡ Self-sufficient

¡ Open-Source

¡ Many opportunities

¡ Essentially inevitable

Cryptocurrency Banks



WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR               THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPER?

China’s opinion:

BT 10 x more valuable than 
the web

to launch

7,500+ satellites

Blockchain & 
Cybersecurity

Zero risk of losing coins



TREMENDOUS OPPORTUNITY FOR 
APPLICATION & INNOVATION

Po.et



WHAT CAN CRYPTOCURRENCY DO
FOR EXISTING BUSINESSES NOW?

To send $1,000,000 it would cost:

- PayPal (2.9% fee) = $29,000 – Time frame: 3-5 days to appear in your bank account, sometimes up to 10 days.
- Domestic/International Bank (Incoming) = $13-$15 – Time frame: 24 hours

- Domestic/International Bank (outgoing) = $25 - $ 45 – Time frame: 24 hours
- Square (2.75% - 3.5% fee) = $27,500 - $35,000 - Time frame: 48 hours

- American Express (3% fee) = $30,000 – Time frame: 48-72 hours
- Visa & MasterCard (2% fee) = $20,000 – Time frame: 1 – 5 days

- ReddCoin Solutions (0.01 RDD/per transaction) = $0.00025 – Time Frame: 45-60 second (10 x faster than Bitcoin)

With these facts taken into account, I’ll run some numbers of savings that Microsoft could potentially use on even more philanthropic 
ventures. Microsoft had a good year in 2017 with a revenue of nearly $19,000,000,000! Wow! Let’s see how much of that money was just 

given to these third parties, shall we?

- PayPal (2.9%) = > $250,000,000
- Banks (131,000 employees that need to be paid @ an average of $30/per employee/bi-weekly) = > $100,000,000 (remember that’s not 

taking into account the transactions on products sold)
- American Express (3%) = > $250,000,000
- Visa & MasterCard (2%) = > $250,000,000

- ReddCoin Solutions (0.01 RDD/pre transaction) = $1,703



PROOF OF STAKE (POS)    V.    PROOF OF WORK (POW)

¡ Your mining rigs are solving 
complex hash equations in hopes 
to generate a new blockchain 
block.

¡ Expensive & Energy consumptive

¡ Mining rigs take up a lot of energy 
(425 KWh per transaction 
(enough to power 14 U.S. 
households for 1 day))

¡ Annual carbon footprint: 22,997 kt 
of CO2 (22,997,000 tons of 
CO2)

¡ Anyone with a laptop, Pi staking 
wallet, or soon: a Phone can stake!

¡ Best explanation: lottery system.

¡ Coins are “minted/rewarded” for 
distribution and incentive purposes.

¡ Wallet weight and Coin age.

¡ DPoS (EOS) uses a regulated amount 
of nodes to keep transactions fast.

¡ You can stake many different coins, 
without having to worry about 
energy costs.

(POS) (POW)Green energy  v.  High Energy Consumption

Worldwide non-crypto CO2 emissions total 38,200,000,000 tons.



COMPONENTS OF A (GPU) PROOF OF WORK MINING RIG

¡ Motherboard (6 GPU capacity at least)

¡ Cooling – These rigs get HOT, so cooling 
is a must!

¡ Graphics Card – NVIDIA has made PoW 
mining specific graphics cards, so they are 
recommended.

¡ Power Supply – To be based on the 
energy consumption of the graphics 
cards.

¡ Mining Software – NiceHash, BFGminer, 
CGminer

¡ Find a Pool – Just like carpooling, the 
destination is the coin reward.

¡ Start Mining – Make sure you’re 
connected to the internet while mining.



GENESIS ETH MINE: ENIGMA 2.0



COMPONENTS OF A PROOF OF STAKE MINING RIG

¡ Laptop, Raspberry Pi, coming soon: 
your Phone.

¡ Internet Connection.

¡ Wallet QT downloaded and synced.

¡ Coins have aged at least 24 hrs.

¡ Begin staking and receiving rewards!

Stake reward



BANK’S FRAUD 2000-2019
¡ Danske/Deutsche Bank: $225.9B Money laundering scandal – On going suit

¡ Bank of America: $58.4B in penalty fees for offenses ranging from: Mortgage abuse, banking 
violations, accounting fraud, wage and hour violation, consumer protection violation, toxic 
securities abuses, and more. Total offences: 119

¡ Chase: $29.7B in penalty fees for offences nearly identical to BOFA’s. Total offences: 99

¡ Barclays: $5.1B in penalties for offences nearly identical to BOFA’s. Total offences: 24

¡ Western Union: $624M in penalties involving anti-money-laundering deficiencies, consumer 
protection violation, economic sanction violation. Total offences: 4

¡ PNC: $472M in penalties involving offences similar to BOFA’s. Total offences: 28
Why do we trust banks with our money when they clearly have agendas that
completely disregard the best interest of their so called “valued customers”?

Collectively, banks profited $34,000,000,000 from overdraft fees in 2017 alone



HOW MUCH WEALTH DOES THE U.S. REALLY HAVE?

¡ Gold: 8,965 tons = $576.4B

¡ Silver: 27,557 tons = $27.5B

¡ Uranium: 152,339 tons = $6B

¡ Oil reserves: 268B barrels 
according to an estimation by 
Rystad Energy = $11.7T @ $44.61 
a barrel.

¡ Debt Owed: -21.6T

What is the U.S. Dollar backed by? 
The “full faith of the United States Government”

+12.3T
-9.29T 7x



WHAT’S THE POINT OF OWNING CRYPTOCURRENCY
IF I CAN’T BUY ANYTHING WITH IT?

Well, here is a list of businesses and e-commerce sites that DO accept cryptocurrency:

In fact, there are now hundreds of companies that
accept at least one cryptocurrency as legal tender.



SPECIAL GUEST 
SPEAKER FROM 
THE                             
(RDD) TEAM.

¡Guest Speaker:

Twitter: @reddcoin
@TechAdept
Jay Laurence



THANK 
YOU

HANCO RABIE

TWITTER: @HANCO_RABIE

LINKED IN: HANCO RABIE

HIGHLY RECOMMEND TO FOLLOW:
@Apompliano

@CryptoChoe

@GetSmartData

@TechAdeptRDD

@Gnash0502

@OfficialMcAfee

@CoinMarketCap

@Reddcoin

@ElonMusk

@BTCTN

@Bitcoin

@Coinbase

@Bakkt

@Crypto

@WorldCryptoShop

@DXdotExchange

@CryptoBoomNews

@Stunad620

“Nothing has such power
to broaden the mind as the
ability to investigate systematically
and truly all that comes under thy
observation in life.” – Marcus Aurelius

Philosopher & Roman Emperor 161-180

@WildchildSings



REFRENCES
¡ Personal research - I’ve been watching the crypto-market/world actively for nearly two years.

¡ Respected twitter crypto-analysts: @Apompliano, @CryptoChoe

¡ Reddcoin Developers

¡ Cointelegraph.com

¡ Dailyhodl.com

¡ Forbes.com

¡ Guardtime.com

¡ Azure.Microsoft.com

¡ Ibm.com

¡ News.coinsquare.com


